
    ANGLESEY FIELD TRIP 

Day Two – 8th September 2015 

 

Introduction 

Day two explored the coast north from Roscolyn starting at Borth Gwyn (White 

Beach). This area is the ‘Rhoscolyn Formation’ and is part of the ‘South Stack’ group 

and contains the ‘Best Anticline Exposure in the World! In the main this group 

comprises a variation of sandstone and mudstone dominated rocks both of which 

have been metamorphosed by temperature and pressure to form: 

 Psammites – metamorphosed muddy sandstones (sometimes called 

Greywacke) 

 Pelites – metamorphosed foliated mudstones 

 Quartzites – metamorphosed pure quartz sandstones 

The rocks date from about 520MYA (late Precambrian/early Cambrian) as evidenced 

by Lead/Uranium radiometric analysis. 

Although these rocks are very old they do contain early Cambrian trace fossils. 

All the sedimentary sandstone and mudstone protoliths in this formation are believed 

to have originated in a ‘Turbidite Fan’ scenario of underwater landslides. 

All the exposures we saw showed extreme folding on both a macro and micro scale 

and everything in between. This is indicative of the intense plate tectonic forces that 

occurs after the formation of the rocks associated with the formation and break-up of 

Pangea. 

Rosemary explained that there have been suggestions that the whole area of 

Anglesey has evidence of an Ophiolite containing mantle rocks and pillow lavas and 

formed during plate tectonic action. This however is disputed and we were asked to 

form our own opinion at the end of the trip. 

Location 1 

This was the Borth Gwyn beach and the headland overlooking the beach with views 

of Snowdonia to the south. 

 

 



       

Headland with Snowdonia in Distance  Pelite 

     

Pelite Foliation and Folding   Folded Quartz Veins in Pelite 

 

Location 2 

This location was further northward along the cliffs at the coastguard station and trig 

point. Here we were still looking at a Pelite outcrop but with a notably smooth surface 

caused by glaciation. This outcrop is at the top of a large fold. The rock surface has 

striations cut by the glacier movement from which the direction of movement is 

apparent. 

   

Pelite Outcrop at Coastguard Station  Glacial Striations (Top Left to Bottom Right) 



 

Location 3 

 

This location showed the parasitic folding in finer and coarser thinly bedded 

mudstone. This was ductile which allowed the parasitic folding to take place. There is 

a debate about whether the parasitic folding occurred at the same time as the main 

Rhoscolyn fold; to date there is no definitive answer. 

 

Rhoscolyn Parasitic Folding in Mudstone 

 

Location 4 

 

This was further along the cliffs and showed sandstone bedding exposures of 

thicknesses ranging from centimetres to metres. This variation was probably caused 

by a combination of climate, tectonics, supply of material and other factors. Also 

noticeable are orthogonal cleavage planes.  



   

Weathered Sandstone Beds of Varying Thickness 

 

Location 5 

This was further along the cliff at a headland which consisted of two quite distinct 

rock types. The upper of these was a lens shaped quartzite block on top of a South 

Stack Pelite base. The contact is conformal as the Quartzite exactly fills in the top 

surface of the Pelite. There is also an absence of bedding in the Quartzite. The 

upper Quartzite has surface iron staining. 

 

 

Conformable Contact – Unbedded Quartzite Top; Bedded Pelite Bottom 



Location 6 

This location was at Porth Saint and gave an excellent view of an open syncline in 

the Rhoscolyn Formation. Note the opposite dip angles to the left and right of the 

photo which delineate the syncline. The pink rocks are pieces of Holyhead Quartzite. 

 

 

Open Syncline at Porth Saint 

Location 7 

This was the last and most northerly location of day 2 at Bwa Gwyn (White Arch) and 

the Bwa Du gully (a fault). 

The fault marks the contact of the yellow Quartzite of the Rhoscolyn Formation with 

grey-green Schists of the New Harbour Group 

These Schist rocks were formed at the deepest extent of the Turbidite system and 

therefore is the finest grain mudstone. The mudstones here have a mica reflective 

sheen (see photo) on the cleavage planes which wears off with time. The originally 

flat cleavage planes have been distorted by later tectonic action. 



   

Bwa Gwyn (White Arch)    New Harbour Schist at Bwa Du 
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